Abstract—The electric grid needs to provide utilities with a better control over power demand, while making customers aware of their energy consumption profiles. Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) aims to solve this problem.

This paper proposes a ZigBee solution to AMI. It also presents the hardware and software developed to implement it. The proposed AMI system is supported by a ZigBee mesh network where energy meters are the nodes. A unique concentrator enables the communication between the meters and the utility. It aggregates metering data and requests from the utility.

The developed hardware connects to the energy meter by an RS-232 interface, enabling it to communicate through ZigBee. Developed software supports the hardware and the metering infrastructure. Code running in the Energy Meter Sensor Nodes (EMSeNs) enables autonomous and periodic report of energy measurements, handles communication with the meter and responds to requests. Access to the metering information and interaction with the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) can be done through the developed web interface, that runs on a server.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s electric grids are outdated. The traditional manual energy meter reading wastes, time and manpower. Its unreliability and low frequency of occurrence produces data that is both, useless for energy production/distribution real-time decisions and for accurate consumption measurements and billing. A better control over the energy production, distribution and consumption is required.

Wireless technologies for short and medium range communications already cover many applications, such as consumer electronics, building control, industrial process control and home automation. ZigBee plays a significant role among these technologies.

In the last years, ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 have proved they can achieve good results for low bit rate applications, in the same way Wi-FI did for high bit rate wireless Local Area Networks (LANs). ZigBee is a specification that extends the Physical (PHY) and Medium Access (MAC) layers defined by the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, providing network features like, hierarchical/stochastic addressing, route discovery, packet forwarding, authentication and encryption. There has been a fast growth of ZigBee as a de facto standard for WSN. Large reliable deployments, using ZigBee, are now in place implementing ad-hoc WSN, such as, AMI in Goteborg [1], room locks in Mandalay Bay Hotels [2] and the equipment tracking at Tri-City Medical Center [3].

Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) and Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) are examples of applications for IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee WSN. AMI refers to a metering infrastructure that records and reports customer consumption, hourly or even more frequently in a day. It allows customers to make real-time choices about power utilisation and utilities to be able to mitigate demand load during peak times [4] [5]. AMI creates a two-way network between smart meters and utility business systems. In-home energy displays, thermostats, light switches and load controllers are already a reality [6]. Utilities also benefit from this two-way networking since it improves reliability, and allows for dynamic billing and appliances control.

ZigBee Alliance specified in 2008 the Smart Energy (SE) profile to help the implementation of AMI over a ZigBee WSN. The SE profile specifies device descriptions and standard practices for demand response, load control, pricing and metering applications. Its purpose is to allow interoperability among ZigBee products produced by various manufacturers. In March of 2009, ZigBee Alliance stated [7] it would incorporate global IT standards from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) into the SE profile, to provide applications with native IP support. More recently, they announced [8] a collaboration with Wi-Fi Alliance, to use 6LoWPAN in the SE profile. 6LoWPAN is a compression mechanism that enables the use of IPv6 in IEEE 802.15.4 based networks.

Other AMI/AMR implementations have been reported. In [9] they propose a dedicated router infrastructure for message handling to which the energy sensors then connect. They also employ a load balancing scheme, by simultaneously using more than one channel to send data, because, in their solution, any customer interaction must go through the network concentrator. In our solution, such interaction can be provided directly by the EMSeN, freeing the network from unnecessary traffic. We also consider it redundant to use a dedicated router infrastructure. Our network infrastructure is made of only EMSeNs, with router capabilities, which lowers its cost.

AMI using WSNs is the starting point for the work described in this paper. The paper proposes an architecture and describes the hardware and software developed for an
AMI to be used in a building or neighbourhood, using a Zigbee mesh network. The implemented system prototype, interfaces with existing digital energy meters enabling them to communicate through ZigBee. Using Device Language Message Specification (DLMS), it can not only retrieve voltage/current/power measurements from the energy meter but it can also configure it. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II introduces the architecture of the proposed AMI system, its components and the communication network. Section III describes hardware and software implementation details, as well as, their architecture and design. Then, in Section IV, the prototype and tests are discussed. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

ZBeeMeR is an AMR system that provides a cost effective way to upgrade an existing metering system. It regularly transmits energy consumption to the utility and can also enable consumers to monitor their consumption far more accurately, on a daily basis.

The proposed architecture (Figure 1) addresses a building or neighbourhood, creating a ZigBee WSN in which the energy meters are the network nodes. The communication between, each node and the utility management centre, over a Wide Area Network (WAN), is assured by a special node, the concentrator. The energy meters do not require a direct connection to the utility management centre. For the WAN we can use Ethernet [11], GSM or GPRS [12] [13] technologies.

Due to the fact that some energy meters can be out of range with the concentrator, all of them perform message routing. It can also happen that the metering nodes do not cover the building or neighbourhood. In such case, network extender nodes, without metering capabilities, can be used to provide the necessary coverage.

Figure 1 presents the most important components. Each Energy Meter Sensor Node (EMSeN) is able to autonomously and independently report metering values, according to a predefined parametrisation, and to respond to external requests. These nodes require small computational power. However, memory can be an important issue, depending on the specifications of the time interval to maintain metering measured values. Additionally, nodes need to be energy autonomous to permit to identify the source of a possible blackout. Under normal conditions, they are powered by the electric grid.

The concentrator requires significantly higher resources. It bundles together the collected data, either from EMSeNs or network extender nodes, to be sent to the utility. It also processes messages sent by the utility to the nodes, such as, software updates, test commands and configuration commands. As the concentrator has gateway functionality, it can implement access control permissions, exposing different information to different types of users.

The utility management center permanently stores metering information. It analyses this information to enable users to access it, to enable dynamic billing and to better adjust its production/distribution network to the real-time demands. It can also remotely configure and update an energy meter.

To conclude, the end energy consumer represents any in-home devices that can display metering/billing information or control appliances. Such device can get information directly from a utility WAN accessible interface, or through ZigBee from an EMSeN. This component is an add-on to the ZBeeMeR system, since it is not directly involved in the automatic energy meter reading infrastructure.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a beaconless mesh network that routes packets, according to Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) or tree routing if AODV fails [15]. The on demand nature of AODV enables to discover a new message path if the previous found one changes due to a node failure. Device addressing is done with an hierarchical addressing scheme that allows each device to have up to six children, and allows to form a network with a maximum depth of six hierarchical levels.

ZigBee permits the formation of beaconless mesh or beacon-based tree networks, besides the star topology [16]. Using beacons, that are synchronisation frames sent periodically, devices can save power by sleeping for some periods.
As EMSeNs are normally powered by the electric grid, we focused on having a self-healing reliable network in detriment of power consumption reduction. Additionally, a tree network relies on a static distributed hierarchical addressing scheme to route messages. If adopted, any failing node in the network would disconnect all nodes beneath him, rendering the branch useless.

The concentrator is the coordinator of the ZigBee network. Actually, any ZigBee network must have a coordinator that chooses the channel (from the available ones), sets the network ID and defines other key network parameters. As the coordinator address is always zero (0x0000), code for discovering it can be omitted from the EMSeNs, simplifying their code. All nodes (figure 1) are routers.

For prototyping purposes, EMSeNs are commercial energy meters connected by RS-232 to a ZigBee module (figure 2) and network extender nodes are accomplished with just the ZigBee module powered by rechargeable batteries (figure 3). The concentrator will be an embedded system with a WAN interface. For prototype purposes it is a PC with an ethernet card and a ZigBee interface (figure 4). The utility management centre is implemented on another PC running an Apache web server. This server is accessible over the internet, allowing for the concentrator to communicate with it. The end energy consumer device is any PC with an internet browser that connects to the Apache web server.
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space was filled with copper, and connected to the ground plane. PDN bypass capacitors, near the ICs power pins, are used to connect them to ground plane. Traces were kept as small as possible and chamfering corners are used, to avoid transmission line reflections.

Components were arranged according to their functionality to help crosstalk mitigation between unrelated signals. Smallest component packages were used to ensure low Equivalent Series Inductance (ESL).

B. Software

Figure 6 presents the software architecture. Major components are:

- the EMSeN that reports metering information, responds to requests, routes messages between ZBeeMeR nodes and allows new devices to join the network;
- the network extender node, which only routes messages and allows new devices to join the network;
- the concentrator that requests, aggregates and provides information from all network nodes;
- the apache web server that displays metering data and allows to send requests to the network or an individual node.

An EMSeN implements the ZigBee router profile, to allow network associations and message relaying. This node also implements the IEC 62056-21 Mode C protocol [19] for communication with the energy meter. The network extender node only implements the ZigBee router functionality. Although being different components, EMSeNs and network extender nodes run the same software. This software will perform differently according to the presence, or absence of an energy meter. EMSeNs are able to request metering data from the energy meter and send it to the concentrator while, network extender nodes are not and fall back to a ZigBee router only behaviour.

All ZigBee modules are programmed using the IAR Embedded Workbench v7.30b and coded in C programming language.

The software running in the ZigBee module of the concentrator implements the ZigBee coordinator functionality. A gateway functionality, to translate data between the ZigBee network and the WAN, is implemented on a PC. Data from the ZigBee network is translated by the coordinator into a custom serial protocol, over to the gateway and database management PC. The latter then provides the WAN access. The storage and access to the information about timestamps, measurement values and status, is C# code running in the PC. An interface to local data access was also developed in C#.

All nodes host the ZigBee stack, Z-Stack [14]. Z-Stack compile options shall be defined/optimised [15]. These options include the network ID, the frequency channel, the device logical type (coordinator, router or end device), the number of children, the use or not of encryption, and retry, time-out and delay values.

The software running in the ZigBee module of the concentrator implements the ZigBee coordinator functionality. A gateway functionality, to translate data between the ZigBee network and the WAN, is implemented on a PC. Data from the ZigBee network is translated by the coordinator into a custom serial protocol, over to the gateway and database management PC. The latter then provides the WAN access. The storage and access to the information about timestamps, measurement values and status, is C# code running in the PC. An interface to local data access was also developed in C#.

As can be seen on figure 7, the web interface presents information by columns. Each column represents an EMSeN, identified by the meter serial number. Each cell in a column presents the issued command, the response data and a timestamp. The timestamp is presented between square brackets, indicating date and time values, next the command code is displayed and parenthesis enclose the response data. Only four lines are displayed with the last commands and responses.

In the example of figure 7, columns display metering data from two EMSeNs. The interface provides two drop-down menus and two buttons. The drop-down menus allow to choose the command to be sent and its destination. The destination can be broadcast, to send the same command to all EMSeNs or the address of a specific EMSeN. The rescan button permits to identify the available EMSeNs in the ZBeeMeR system by sending an identify broadcast request to all of them. This request requires an EMSeN to send its unique identifier together with the energy meter serial number.

IV. TESTS AND RESULTS

Several tests were performed to test the ZBeeMeR system functionality, the electrical correctness of the ZigBee module,
and the power emissions compliance with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and ranges achieved.

A. ZigBee Module Tests

After soldering the received manufactured PCB panel, by applying solder paste, using a stencil sheet, and manually placing components, some electrical tests were performed. These tests ensured the absence of short circuits in-between layers and chips pins, and confirmed the power levels throughout the board.

Radio emissions were verified using a Rohde & Schwarz FS300 spectrum analyser to:
1) test for the existence of emissions out of band the 2.4GHz band;
2) test for compliance with the maximum channel center frequency deviation allowed;
3) test for compliance with the maximum channel bandwidth allowed.

Due to missing equipment for measuring power emissions from the antenna implemented on the PCB, only the external whip antenna was used for the tests. However, since they use the same balun results can be extrapolated.

Fig. 8. Module unmodulated emission at 2425MHz.

Figure 8 shows, in detail, the testing of channel 6 emitting at 2.430GHz. The obtained value of 2.429596GHz, deviates 404Hz from the 2.430GHz. All other channels present the same deviation. As according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the maximum allowed tolerance is 100Hz, further \( |f - f_c| > 3.5 \text{MHz} \) condition. \( f \) is the frequency in question and \( f_c \) the centre channel frequency.

Fig. 10. Module O-QPSK modulated emission at 2425MHz.

To test for transmission ranges, several power measurements were realized. These tests include measurements from:
1) the Texas Instruments development module;
2) the developed ZigBee module using the whip antenna;
3) the developed ZigBee module using the antenna implemented on the PCB.

Each RSSI value presented, is the average of the reception of 500 packets\(^1\) over a fixed distance of 2 meters (table I). From the obtained values, we conclude the performance of the developed module is similar to that of the Texas Instruments module. Both achieving communications below a 5 meters range, without noticeable packet loss. However, at a 5 meters range with messages of 90 bytes of payload, packet loss increases. The antenna implemented on the PCB achieves the worst range. Packet loss increases on ranges over 1 meter and is more sensitive to the payload size, than the other antenna.

We conclude that only the whip antenna and a signal amplifier should be considered for future implementations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antenna Type</th>
<th>Average RSSI (dBm)</th>
<th>Lost Packets</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whip (TI)</td>
<td>-53.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-54.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-57.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whip</td>
<td>-45.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-45.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-45.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>-65.6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-65.2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-64.4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Module emission at 2425MHz over a 3GHz frequency range.

Fig. 10. Module O-QPSK modulated emission at 2425MHz.

\(^1\)Packet that are loss decrease this number.
B. AMI System

To validate the network functionality, the message routing, the possibility to increase coverage with network extender nodes, and the adequacy of ZigBee for AMI, the ZBeeMeR system was set-up. It consisted of a network with four nodes distributed on a building floor, as presented on figure 11. The network includes two EMSeNs, a network extender node and the concentrator. The network extender node, situated in the corridor, assures that the data from EMSeN 1 arrives at the concentrator.

![Prototype network structure with nodes location.](image)

The first three tests permit to validate the network configuration, and the last three the functionality. For testing purposes, the web interface is used to send requests and to display metering values. The metering values returned from requests sent to the EMSeN were confirmed by the energy meter LCD display.

1) Activation of the concentrator and EMSeN 1: no network association occurred because they are out of range.
2) Introduction of a network extender node: metering data from EMSeN 1 arrived at the concentrator.
3) Activation of EMSeN 2: metering data arrived at the concentrator.
4) Metering data requested to all nodes (using a broadcast message): EMSeN 1 and EMSeN 2 replied with the requested data.
5) Metering data requested only to EMSeN 2 (using a unicast message): EMSeN 2 replied.
6) Metering data, not requested, received from both EMSeNs: EMSeNs had started autonomously sending metering data at the pre-programmed periodicity.

Test 4 and 5 show that measurements can be requested to a single empsen! (empsen!) or to the whole network. It also validated the routing of messages. Test 6 demonstrates the autonomous behaviour of EMSeNs.

We can conclude that the ethernet functionality works and can give access to concentrators locally stored data. Also permitting remote measurement requests to energy meters.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an architecture, describes the implementation of the required hardware, and presents the design and implementation of the software for an Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI). We successfully built a small low power ZigBee module that fits inside the energy meters casing, and connects to it via the RS-232 interface. The software architecture permits bi-directional communication between the meters and the utility. Metering data can be accessed from a web page.

The developed prototype allows to validate the proposed architecture and the ZBeeMeR system functionality. The simplifications made to the proposed architecture allowed for its implementation without incurring in loss of generality. The prototype allows to conclude that ZigBee is suitable to implement the bi-directional communications of an AMI/AMR system. Furthermore, installation costs are reduced by using the Energy Meter Sensor Nodes (EMSeNs) with routing capabilities, and a unique concentrator to aggregate metering data.

In addition, much can be availed in the porting of this prototype to a final system. The EMSeNs and the network extender nodes only need small improvements (further rf tuning is required). The concentrator requires more rework, since in the final architecture it is an embedded system and, in the prototype, we use a PC connected to a ZigBee module. Due to the resources gap between a PC and an embedded system, the majority of the developed code has to be adapted and rewritten. For integration into an existing utility infrastructure, the communication protocols have to be analysed and implemented in the concentrator.

In a building, a power backbone vertically crossing the floors usually avoids energy meters to be scattered inside it, but rather organised according to that backbone. Therefore, the WSN can benefit from this organisation, maybe avoiding the need for network extender nodes. Further coverage related tests to test this organisation as well as to analyse the advantages and disadvantages of using a ZigBee RF signal booster also as an alternative to the network extender nodes, shall be made. Additionally, system performance tests with large networks would also be interesting to perform.
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